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Abstract. The paper describes the conceptualisation process in the ReQuest 
approach, a wide-spectrum methodology for web-based information systems 
analysis and development. This methodology includes a strong involvement of end 
users in the requirement elicitation process by building prototype user interface 
fragments of the future application. The paper focuses on the analysis step of these 
fragments that yields a draft conceptual schema of the application domain. The 
analysis includes a tree-based representation of the fragments, the detection of 
shared subtrees through mining techniques, their normalisation and the derivation 
of the conceptual schema. A short description of a supporting tool is given. 

1   Introduction 

Despite a large offer of open source and proprietary IDEs for developing web-based 
applications, the problems of designing and developing quality applications at 
reasonable cost still are open issues, as testified by the poor quality and the high cost 
of many e-commerce applications.  

The ReQuest framework is a wide spectrum tool-supported methodology for web-
based data-centred applications analysis, development and maintenance intended to 
address these problems. It relies on five principles, namely, (1) intensive user 
involvement in the requirement collection and analysis phases [1], (2) the induction of 
the system behaviour from users scenarios [2], (3) the induction of the conceptual 
data structures from user interfaces [3], (4) the wrapper-based integration of existing 
data and services [4], and (5) automated validation and generation of major 
components of the target application. This research is part of ReQuest, a project 
funded by the Region Wallonne. 

This paper concentrates on some important aspects of the database stream of the 
methodology, and more particularly on principles (1) and (3), that state that a large 
part of the conceptual data structures can be inferred from the user interface. Whereas 
existing approaches for modelling web information systems [5] usually produce 
presentation and navigational models from an existing conceptual schema built using 
the most traditional approach [6], this elaboration of the conceptual schema is a key 
part of the ReQuest approach. 
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According to principle 1, representative users are invited to sketch, through 
intuitive drawing tools [7], the user interface (comprising windows, dialog boxes, 
electronic forms and task description) to the intended system that best suits his/her 
needs. Though this low-fidelity description still has to be validated and modified with 
the help of design experts, it provides a rich description from which the most 
important components of the database schema can be extracted.  
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Fig. 1. The ReQuest framework as an MDE-compliant approach. The left area of the schema 
represents the products of the database development stream. Arrows express derivation processes 
between design products and artefacts. 

Fig. 1 shows the part of the ReQuest framework that copes with database building. 
The design and development of the application services (behavioural aspects) are only 
suggested at the right part of the schema while the user interface development 
(interaction aspects) is not shown.  

In the ReQuest approach, prototype interfaces sketched by users are translated into 
a Logical user interface model that, among others, expresses in an abstract way their 
underlying data structures. This logical interface model is then analysed in order to 
identify redundant data aggregates that the user naturally exchanges with the system, 
to reduce these potentially conflicting structures and to produce the conceptual 
schema. The Scenario models (right) and the kernel of the Conceptual schema of the 
database (left) are derived from the Logical interface model. From the latter, we 
derive the relational schema of the new database as well as the Object schema through 
which the application services will access the legacy and new data. 

Integrating existing services is sketched for data only. The logical schema and the 
conceptual schemas of the legacy database are extracted through reverse engineering 
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techniques [8]. The conceptual schema is compared with the global conceptual schema 
and the subset of the latter that is not covered by the legacy data is translated into the 
schema of the new database. At the physical level, legacy data access is ensured 
through a wrapper-based interface [4]. 

These derivation processes heavily rely on the transformational paradigm, which 
guarantees the propagation of specifications throughout the various levels of 
abstraction, from user requirements to the application code [9]. 

Analysing the information underlying corporate forms has long been a part of 
database design methodologies [6]. Extracting data structures from user interfaces has 
been proposed in [10] and eliciting knowledge from forms is described in [11]. The 
former proposal describes structural derivation rules, induction rules from sample data 
and an expert system that extracts a tentative conceptual schema from a set of forms. 
The latter proposals is based on a tree representation of forms that allows tree 
manipulation algorithms to be applied. In the database reverse engineering realm, [12] 
develops the FORE method to capture the knowledge buried in forms and to derive 
from it a conceptual object-oriented model. 

The specific aspects of Web applications have lead to several specification 
methodologies that generally are extensions of standard approaches.  Entity-relation 
models have been used and adapted in [13] and in [14] for instance, while [15] proposes 
an extension of the ORM model. The user-driven dynamic aspects of these systems has 
lead to enrich these models with behavioural specifications [16]. WebML [17] 
integrates most pertinent aspects of web applications and makes them available through 
models, modelling languages, processes and graphical tools. However, inference 
mechanisms such as those developed have not been developed so far.  

Finally, the importance of user involvement in Web application design has been 
emphasised by, e.g., [18] and [19].  

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the aspects of user interfaces 
that are relevant to database design and their mapping to the Logical interface model. 
Section 3 describes the conceptual extraction process, while Section 4 concludes the 
discussion. 

2   User Interfaces as User Requirements Expression 

The most abstract level the ReQuest approach is the User requirements level. From 
users viewpoint, electronic forms and dialog boxes appear to be the most natural form 
of system description. Their use and structure are familiar to end users [11] and the 
transition to a semantic model has been shown to be tractable [10].  Indeed: 

− forms are more natural and intuitive than usual conceptual formalisms to express 
information requirements;  

− the data structures contained in each form can be seen as a user view of the (future) 
conceptual schema of a database;  

− finally, since a form is a kind of physical implementation of a part of the conceptual 
schema, database reverse engineering techniques can be used to recover that part of 
the schema [8]. 
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The information on the components of user interfaces, such as the type of the 
component, explicit labels, semantic names, value type, value size, sample data, default 
value, and dynamic links, is exploited in two ways.  

First, it is analysed to extract user objects that are natural data component  
aggregates that appear in forms. The latter are then transformed into the conceptual 
schema of the future database. Discovering the semantic of the user objects is similar 
to a reverse engineering process applied to the underlying data structures of the forms.  

Secondly, it is used to specify the task model and to develop and generate the 
actual user interface of the target application. These aspects are ignored in this paper. 

The input of the conceptualisation process is the Logical user interface model, 
which is extracted from the physical code of the prototype interface. In the ReQuest 
approach, it consists of a tree representation of restricted web forms. 

2.1   User Interface Drawing 

Strong involvement of end users in the requirements elicitation process is one of the 
major objectives of the ReQuest approach: this aspect is materialised by allowing the 
end users to design a prototype user interface of the future application. To this aim, 
selected users must have a good knowledge of the application domain and must be 
familiar with form-based application interface. They are briefly trained in the use of 
the interface drawing tool and are taught simple guidelines in user interface design. 
These guidelines aim to ease the automatic analysis of user interfaces and to reuse 
them in the final application . The guidelines target web-oriented systems. For 
instance they encourage users to avoid tables for layout purpose in web pages. 

The user builds the interface either alone, or with the help of an experienced 
designer. Empirical studies have shown us that motivated users can quickly design 
quite valuable prototype interface [20]. 

Web pages combine specific content and reusable template material [21].  Therefore, 
the end user designs and annotates the different fragments of the interface according to 
the context (navigational information, domain application information as well as states 
of performed tasks), then assembles them to obtain the different complete web pages.  
Later on, the user can be asked to provide sample data as part of the specification 
process, which could notably lead to highlight functional dependencies [22].  

2.2   Logical User Interface Model 

The logical model of an interface comprises controls as well as input and output 
information for a task that will be performed by the target application. For each 
interface fragment drawn by the user, the corresponding tree-structured logical user 
interface model is created, following the translation rules of Table 1.  

The data part of the logical interface model is a forest. Leaf nodes are labelled with 
the user name of the corresponding logical input or output interface components. The 
(hopefully) semantic name is either extracted from the form labels or explicitly 
provided by the user when drawing the interfaces. It identifies the concept handled by 
the component (for instance a name or an address). 

A non-leaf node represents a logical container such as a table and group box. Its 
subtree gathers the data handled by the graphical components enclosed by this container. 
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The node representing the user interface fragment (the top container) is the root of the 
tree. Fig. 2 illustrates the modelling of two user interface fragments. Controls such as 
buttons add are ignored in this discussion. 
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Fig. 2. The logical models of two user interface fragments. The data structures underlying each 
of them is expressed as a composition tree. 

Tools have been developed to extract this model from user interface components 
written in XUL and XHTML. We have also extended these languages with custom 
properties to support the necessary annotations described in Section 2.1. 

Table 1. Common widgets and their tree translation 

Widget Tree equivalent Properties 
Group box Node whose children represent the 

elements contained in the group box. 
name 

Text input Leaf node. name, maximum length, 
value type, mandatory 

Radio button set Leaf which aggregates the radio buttons 
of the set. 

name, value domain 

Check box set Leaf which aggregates the check boxes 
of the set. 

name, value domain 

Selection list Leaf node. name, value domain, multiple, 
mandatory 

Table Node whose children represent the 
elements contained in the table. The 
table is dynamic if its content is 
generated on demand 

name, dynamic; if relevant, 
maximum length, value type, 
mandatory of the cells 

2.3   Formal Definition of the Logical User Interface Model 

Each node of a tree in a model is labelled with the properties extracted from the 
widgets, e.g., the semantic name, the size of the input data or the value domain of a 
selection list. Hence, the formal definition of this model is an extension of the 
definition of rooted labelled tree as defined in [23]. 
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To cope with the properties of the data structure extracted from the user interface, 
the labelling function needs to be refined in order to distinguish the two following 
properties: the semantic name and the value domain of the data. 

Therefore, we define the set Att of pairs N x D where N is a set of names and D a 
set of value domains. 

− The function A: V→ (N, D) replaces function L. 
− The functions NameOf : Att → N and DomainOf : Att → D allow each part of 

the definition of an attribute to be accessed. 

A new labelling function for the edges is also needed to represent repetitive data 
structures such as tables or optional data structures. The function C: E → Card 
attaches cardinalities to edges. Card is a set representing the minimum and maximum 
number of child node instances allowed for each parent instance (Fig. 2). Typically,  

− Card = {0-1, 1-1, 0-N} 

The definition of a tree in our logical user interface model hence becomes: T (V, E, 
Att, Card, A, C). 

3   From the Logical User Interface Model to the Conceptual Schema 

3.1   Searching for Domain Concepts 

A domain concept can appear in several interface fragments. Since a user view 
describes a user object, we conclude that a user objects is made up of aggregates of 
domain objects that can appear in other user objects. Hence the idea to identify the 
subtrees that appear in more than one interface fragment of the logical interface model 
and to derive from them tentative domain concepts. We call them shared subtrees1. 

The basic procedure we will describe consists in (1) identifying the shared subtrees, 
(2) for each of them, removing all its instances from the source fragment, (3) represent-
ing the domain concept subtree by a standalone tree and (4) linking the modified source 
fragments to this tree. Moreover, the composition relationships that hold among shared 
subtrees in an interface tree is interpreted as semantic relationships between correspond-
ing domain concepts. 

The use of shared subtree limits the search for data structures to redundant tree 
structures. So a non-connex redundant group of nodes will not be identified in this 
approach, which can be extended by the use of wildcards in tree labels during the 
search, as in XML queries [24]. 

Subtree Definition. There are several types of subtrees, but the most suitable for our 
purpose are the induced subtrees. An induced subtree keeps the parent/child 
relationship of its source tree.  Chi et Al. [25] define the induced subtree as follow: 
“For a tree T with vertex set V and edge set E, we say that a tree T’ with vertex set V’ 
and edge set E’ is an induced subtree of T iff, (1) V’ ⊆ V, (2) E’ ⊆ E, (3) the labelling 
of V’ and E’ is preserved in T’. […]  Intuitively, an induced subtree T’ of T can be 
obtained by repeatedly removing leaf nodes (or possibly the root node if it has only 

                                                           
1 The standard name in the domain of tree mining is “frequent subtree”. 
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one child) in T.”  Basically, an induced tree is a view on the conceptual schema to be 
discovered, that is, a subset of its objects. 

Identifying Shared Subtrees. Comparing the subtrees that can be derived from the 
forest of a user interface can be done by mining the logical interface model for shared 
subtrees. Several algorithms have been developed to solve this complex problem [23]. 
We choose the algorithm FreqT [25] since it has a reasonable complexity2, and the 
output of the algorithm identifies each occurrence of each shared subtree. 

FreqT handles ordered induced subtrees. Since the order of sibling nodes is 
immaterial, we can, without any information loss, order them as required, for instance 
according to the lexicographic order on the set N used in the labelling function A. 

The algorithm FreqT builds potential induced subtrees of the trees extracted from 
the interface model. These subtrees, also called pattern subtrees, are built using 
redundant labels. If it exists several occurrences of a pattern subtree in the input trees 
this pattern is used to create new patterns by adding nodes to it. 

According to the definition of induced subtree, the labelling of the source tree must 
be preserved in T’. As we have redefined the labelling function in our logical user 
interface model, the equivalence between node labels must also be redefined. 

Theoretically, two nodes vi and vk are declared identical if the set of input or output 
data instances in the widgets they represent are identical, or at least, if one set is a non 
empty part of the other one. However, since the logical interface model is extracted 
from unpopulated interfaces, we can only rely on structural and naming properties. 

In the context of conceptualisation, we approximate vi = vk with ni ≅ nk and di ≈ dk, 
as follows (np = NameOf(A(vp)) and dp = DomainOf(A(vp))). 

1. The name similarity relation "≅" defines a non strict equality between names. 
Since the same domain concept can have different names in several interfaces 
according to the context, the name equality relation can be refined, for instance to 
cope with synonyms and homonyms using dictionaries or ontologies. We currently 
use the Jaro-Winkler metrics [26] to compare node names. With this approach, 
“Chosen products” is similar to “Product” with a distance of 0,68 (two identical 
strings have a distance of 1). String distance metrics allow to highlight  similarly 
strings according to different criteria. The user validate or invalidate the 
discovered similarity. As we have a complete control on input trees, a more 
sophisticated approach has not been felt to be useful so far. 

2. The domain similarity relation "≈" is also defined as a non strict equality between 
domain values. It is verified whenever di ⊆ dk or dk ⊆ di. This definition is driven 
by the fact that the logical user interface model does not always provide the 
precise domain values available for a specific widget. For instance, text fields can 
typically be used to input several data types such as names, numbers and dates. 
The user can specify the exact data type through annotations. Otherwise, the usual 
compatibility rules are used.  

For instance, two user interface fragments include a field named “City”, that, in the 
first fragment is defined by a predefined value list and in the second one as a 50 

                                                           
2 O(fmn) with f the number of frequent trees, m the number of nodes in the largest tree and n the 

number of nodes. 
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character string. If all the predefined values are no longer than 50, then both domains 
are considered similar. We do not use the edge labelling function C in the induced 
subtrees research, but this information will be used later. 
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Fig. 3. FreqT extracts shared trees T4 to T10 from input trees T1 to T3. The number between 
brackets indicate in how many input trees the shared tree has been found. 

Results of the Induced Subtrees Search. Algorithm FreqT produces a list of subtree 
patterns with the references of the instances that appear in the logical model. Accord-
ing to our goal, which is to isolate domain concepts in user interfaces, we will see that 
not all results are pertinent. 

Fig. 3 shows the results of FreqT on the input trees T1, T2 and T3. For simplicity, 
we only keep the shared subtrees that have more than one node. We get seven 
subtrees T4 to T10, that all describe the potential domain concept “Product”. We first 
observe that keeping only the maximal induced subtrees, i.e., those which are not an 
induced subtree of another result, is not necessarily appropriate. For instance the 
maximal induced subtree T10 is shared by two input trees only, while T7 is shared by 
all of them. We keep T7 and T10 and discard the other ones. 

To keep only a set of results that will be useful for the transformation of trees into 
conceptual structures, we apply the following filter on FreqT results. Let  

− Ti and Tk be shared subtrees resulting from application of FreqT. 
− Ti be an induced subtree of Tk. 
− Ii be the set of trees in which Ti  appears (same for Ik and Tk). 

Ti is retained if Ii and Ik are distinct tree sets, so that there is at least a tree in which 
either Ti or Tk appear. 

Applying this filter yields subtrees T7 and T10. This result highlights links between 
potential domain concepts “Catalog”, “Shopping cart” and “Product”. 

3.2   Representing Trees in the Entity-Relationship Model 

Since most database designers are not familiar with abstract graphs, we express the data 
structures of the logical interface models in a wide-spectrum variant of the popular 
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Entity-relationship model, called the Generic ER model (GER), that encompasses 
logical and conceptual structures [9, 27]. In this section, we show how logical 
interface models and induced subtrees can be described in the GER.  

In [27], the GER has been given a non first normal form (N1NF) interpretation. 
Trees as we defined them also are N1NF data structure. For instance,  

Shopping Cart (Chosen products[0-N](Title, Price, Quantity, Total), TotalAmount) 

is a N1NF relation schema expressing both the tree and the entity type of Fig. 4. 

Title
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Price Quantity Total
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TotalAmount
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Chosen products[0-N]
Title
Price
Quantity
Total

TotalAmount

⇒

 

Fig. 4. Expressing a tree as an entity types with compound and/or multivalued attributes 

Representing Shared Subtrees. The usual way to extract attributes from a relation is 
by projection. The projection of a N1NF relation seems the natural way to define a 
subtree from a source tree, provided this operator can still yield a N1NF relation. The 
standard projection produces bottom-up subtrees, as defined in [23]: “A bottom-up 
subtree T’ of T is obtained by taking a vertex v of T together with all the descendants 
of v and their corresponding edges”.  For instance, in Fig. 3, we can extract subtree 
T10 from T1 written as N1FN relation using a projection3:  

− T10(Products(Price, Title, Description)) 
− T1(Catalog ( Products[0-N](Price, Title, Description)) 
− T10(Products(Price, Title, Description)) = T1[Products] 
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Chosen products[0-N]
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Total
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ShaGr: Chosen products[*]

Chosen products[*].Title
Chosen products[*].Price

Product
Title
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Description
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Products[0-N]
Title
Price
Description

ShaGr: Products[*]
Products[*].Title
Products[*].Price
Products[*].Description

ShaGr: Products[*]
Products[*].Title
Products[*].Price  

Fig. 5. Induced subtrees in entity types 

                                                           
3 We only use an informal notation that is sufficient for the needs of the presentation. Notation 

R[I] specifies the projection of relation R on subset I of its attributes. More detail can be 
found in [15]. 
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However, this operator cannot extract T7 from T1. So we define the induced 
projection to specify induced subtrees by indicating subtrees instead of mere node 
names. This projection is denoted by a N1FN relation representing the induced 
subtree to isolate and surrounded by “[ ]”. 

− T7(Product (Title, Price)) = T1 [Products(Title, Price)] 

In the GER, the induced projection is represented by a group of attributes called 
Shared Group (ShaGr) in the third compartment of the representation of an entity 
type. The group gathers all the attributes involved in the projection4. Some induced 
projection can involve the entity type name itself like the projection that extracts T7 
from T3 in the Fig. 3. We also define another type of group called Master Group 
(MaGr), which has the same meaning as the Shared Group, but indicates that the root 
of the induced subtree is the entity type itself. 

According to our hypothesis, redundant structures such as “Product” in user 
interfaces probably represent domain concepts. An entity type named “Product” must 
therefore be created, containing a master group. A domain concept must be 
represented by one entity type, so that a shared subtree will be represented by one 
master group and one or more shared groups.  

Fig. 5 represents trees T1, T2 and T3 of Fig. 3 by entity types Catalog, Shopping 
Cart and Product, and induced subtrees T7 and T10 by shared and master groups. 
An arrow is drawn from each shared group to its corresponding master group. 
Conceptually, this link is similar to a N1NF foreign key. 

3.3   Logical Model Normalisation 

The resulting schema must be processed in order to discard redundant specificat- 
ions. We describe two techniques : embedded shared groups and redundant master 
groups. 

Embedded Shared Groups. A shared group is embedded into another one when its 
components also are part of the latter. If they reference the same master group, then 
the embedded group can be discarded.  

For instance Fig. 6 shows two links between “Catalog” and “Product”, based on 
T7 and T10. Since the group that represents T7 is embedded into that of T10, we can 
discard it with no information loss. 

Redundant Master Groups. During the transformation of trees and induced subtrees 
into entity types, several resulting entity types may have names such that ni ≅ nk. We 
can assume that these entity types describe the same domain concept.  

Fig. 6 extends Fig. 5 with a user interface fragment that allows the administrator to look 
at the “Shopping Cart” of the connected users. This fragment is called “Shopping 
cart (Administration)”. If we assume that “Shopping cart (Administration)” ≅ “Shopping 
cart”, there exists a shared induced subtree having “Shopping cart” as its root. That 
induced subtree is represented in both entity types by a master group. 

                                                           
4 Symbol [*] means that the property holds for each instance of the parent instance. 
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Fig. 6. An unnormalised schema that still includes redundant structures 

As only one master group may exist for each shared induced subtree, we merge the 
entity types in which these groups have the master status5. Entity types integration 
keeps the shared groups of all merged entity types.  

The integration consists in adding all the attributes which are not concerned with 
the redundant Master Group into the resulting entity type, as well as the groups 
involving those attributes. In the example Fig. 6, “User”, “Login”, “Name” will be 
added to the new entity type “Shopping Cart”, as well as the group linked with the 
entity type “User”. 

3.4   Logical to Conceptual Transformation 

The representation of trees and shared subtrees provides us with a logical Entity-
relationship schema from which a pure conceptual schema must be extracted. This 
process is a variant of the conceptualisation phase of reverse engineering, through 
which one attempts to recover the conceptual origin of each technical construct. 
Transformational techniques have proved particularly powerful to carry out this 
process. The process is based on three main transformations. 

1. Each shared group and its attributes are transformed into relationship type R with the 
entity type of the Master group. The transformation removes an attribute only if it does 
not appear in another, still unprocessed, shared group. The cardinality constraints of 
the roles of R are computed from the cardinalities of the attribute in the highest level of 
the projection that defines the shared group. When the cardinalities of a role cannot be 

                                                           
5 In the future, less strict relationships will be considered, such IS-A relations. 
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computed, the most general one is assumed, i.e., [0–N].  The stereotype6 “?” 
indicates that it must be validated and further refined.  

If the transformation removes a compound attribute which is a superset of the 
components of the shared group, the additional attributes are lost. For instance, 
attributes “Quantity” and “Total” of entity type “Shopping Cart” are not part of the 
master group in entity type “Product”. Removing compound attribute “Chosen 
products” induces the loss of attributes “Quantity” and “Total”.  We propose two 
transformations to keep these attributes.  

2. If they appear to be characteristics of the relationship type between the entity 
types, they are moved to this relationship type.  

3. Otherwise, they are moved to the master entity type.  Since attributes “Quantity” 
and “Total” are only meaningful for the “Product” in the context of the “Shopping 
Cart”, they are moved to the newly created relationship type. 

3.5   Remarks on the Completeness of the Resulting Conceptual Model 

The resulting conceptual model can be incomplete and needs to be validated by the 
analyst. For instance, some role cardinality constraints have been left undefined 
during conceptualisation. Moreover, some elements extracted from the logical user 
interface model actually are derived or computed attributes. These attributes appear in 
the resulting conceptual model but need not be made persistent and can be discarded. 

This emphasises the fact that user interfaces analysis, despite its importance, must 
be complemented by other, more traditional, information sources when required. User 
interviews and legacy application observation and analysis are popular techniques for 
requirement elicitation that can be used to validate and complete the conceptual 
schema obtained so far. 
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Fig. 7. Partially conceptualised data structures 

                                                           
6 GER stereotype has the same meaning (or absence thereof) as UML’s. 
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4   Conclusions 

The process described in this paper is one of the components of the ReQuest 
framework, the goal of which is to develop a comprehensive environment to specify 
and generate in a semi-automated way data-intensive applications.  

Our contribution to database design in complex web-based application 
development is threefold. First, it allows a more natural and more intensive user 
involvement7 in requirement definition. Second, it gives form-based analysis a clean 
3-step architecture derived from database reverse engineering methodologies: (1) 
physical structure extraction, through XHTML and XUL form parsing, (2) structural 
enrichment by eliciting shared subtrees through tree mining and normalisation 
techniques and (3) semantic interpretation or - conceptualisation - of the enriched 
structures through transformational techniques.  Third, specific tools, integrated in the 
DB-MAIN environment, that support the three steps of this methodology have been 
developed. In this way, form-based analysis can be integrated in more general tool-
supported database design methodologies.  

Three case studies have been designed to validate the ReQuest framework, 
including the requirement elicitation and analysis process. The first one is a training 
session management system with 10 user interface fragments and a schema of 15 
entity types. The second one is a real estate advertising platform for which 10 user 
interface fragments have been drawn. The resulting conceptual schema comprises 21 
entity types. The last one is a classical web sales platform that comprises 20 user 
interface fragments translating into 4 entity types.  Though these studies are recent 
and limited, we already have drawn interesting information.  

1. Size estimation. There is no relation between the number of interface fragments 
and the size of the schema. 

2. Scalability. The approach is more scalable than expected, but for unexpected 
reason! Indeed, it appears that a subsystem of 15-30 interface fragments 
constitutes the ideal work package.  This size is manageable in a short time by a 
motivated user (1-3 days), the result can be visually validated by an expert 
designer in 2-4 days and the algorithms that extract the redundant substructures 
and derive the conceptual schemas are still fast despite their complexity (1-5 
seconds for FreqT). Moreover, the resulting conceptual structures are fairly stable, 
that is, additional input interface fragments do not significantly improve the 
quality of the result. Larger systems can be split into subsystems whose conceptual 
schemas are then integrated through traditional methods [28]. 

3. Completeness. For each case study, the result has been compared with a reference 
schema elaborated with other methods. It appears that the only missing concepts 
are processed by well identified non-interactive workflows.  Therefore the user 
model was complete in all cases. 

                                                           
7 The idea to imply end users in the specification of web-based application (e.g., a business-to-

customer application) may seem somewhat paradoxical since the real users (the hopefully 
thousands of customers) cannot be asked to draw their preferred interface. In such cases, 
representative corporate employees, for instance from the marketing department, can be 
substituted for these undefinable users.  
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4. Soundness. Some concepts were absent from the reference schema. They all were 
derivable attributes that were erroneously considered basic data by the user. 
Helping him/her to refine the definition of the fields quickly solved the problems. 

5. Quality. The resulting schemas were as good as unnormalised schemas extracted 
through standard techniques. For instance, some ISA relations were left in their 
physical translation (one-to-one relationship type for instance) and needed further 
processing. This process is standard and is not specific to our approach. 

6. Acceptance. The users enjoined being involved in the building of their future tool. 
In addition, the resulting schema were quite well accepted, since it merely 
translated in another formalism the information requirements of the users. 

Future work will mainly be devoted to (1) enrich the conceptual schema, e.g., by 
exploiting the dynamic links and information transfer between forms, (2) enhance the 
validation process through paraphrasing and prototyping techniques, (3) introduce 
induction reasoning to exploit sample data provided by users. 
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